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he UN after Hammarskjold
f s not difficult to jp r t out the
genuine from the false expres\ of public grief which followed
• d e a th o f ' Dag Hammarskjold,
f e y by reviewing the overt and
Tgaled criticism levelled at him
and West during the period
fcnctioned as the U.N. Secretary
prill- There must have been
| a few relieved (if regretful)
[in the air following the plane
j ,which removed a man, who
B accounts had failed to live up
l e title—“a superb certified puba c c o u n ta n t”—which won him
■ hipport of both East and West
|$53 when the Security Council
a* successor to Mr. Trygve
Ice then he has been variously
feed by Mr. Krushchev and the
H Express, by Mr. Tshombe and
■Lumumba. He was criticised
aember countries from both the
land West, because of his overIg neutrality which invariably
Bicted with the policies of one
he other.

m Krushchev has wisely said
| no man is ever neutral, but that
not mean that the only politiIchoice is between the forces of
■nmunism” is represented by the
Kt, or “democracy” the self-styled
le of the West.
In far the most interesting account
H <Dag Hammarskjold to emerge
Rrom the mountains of commentary,
Mtlistair Cooke in the Listener
I (Home Service Broadcast), suggests
fthat Hammarskjolds vision was of
a world order controlled by a third
force and free from any pressure by
the Big Powers. He writes that the
Suez debacle w as:—
• the dawn of the great disillusion about
HammarskjoJd, and it coincided with
discovery by the man himself that he
had undergone something akin to reli
gious conversion.

Following his success with Chou
En-lai over the release of the
American prisoners of war, Cooke
writes;—
A cynic might say that he sniffed at
[ power and liked the taste of it, and fell
[ in the end through the oldest sin of
, hubris. I do not believe it was so. Few
j of us who saw him often in those days
i ever suspected that what had happened
{.to him was nothing less than the appearlance of a vision. It was a vision of the
[United Nations as an independent third
| power able to withstand and perhaps to
i disarm the Big Two. He was not a con
ventionally religious man. But he had
I great intensity of feeling. He had an
■ unsatisfied longing to see what he called
^ ‘decency and justice' not as moderate
■virtues but as the leaders of an army
■w ith banners , . . He was a man who
■fiscovered, in an eighteen-hour day, in
J th e stupor induced by overwhelming
■paper work, in arguing quietly with every
feo rld -leader now .extant, and in the
■oneliness of countless flights over
jungles and oceans, that the charter of
j f e United Nations in its present form
n already paralysed by the power of
P big nations to veto their enemies and
forestall any action against them|rives. From this obvious but bleak
■onclusion, he moved on to the private
pectsion that the United, Nations must,
such crises of pride and power, act
f) o t as the servant of the big and little
jwers alike,- which has become a plain

impossibility; but that *it must act by
itself, and for itself, as the caretaker of
a world government that does not yet
exist. He decided that because the body
did not exist, he would be its surrogate.
And so it was he who acted, speaking
for nobody but an idea called the
United Nations, at Suez, in the. Gaza
Strip, and lately, more daringly than
ever, in the Congo. The Russians were
the first to see the enormous threat of,
such a third force and last February
formally announced that he no longer
was an officer, of the United Nations.
We ought to add that if the Russians
came to hate him, there were several
powers of Western Europe that, to put
it mildly, said he had gone too far.

In a world governed by power
blocs and political dishonesty the
world government man with ideas
of decency and justice may seem an
attractive alternative, but at best
he can only attempt to straighten
out situations created by the folly
of governments, who in any event
must first of all acknowledge the
existence of the arbitrator and his
power to act.
That embryo of world govern
ment, the United Nations Assembly,
with its ninety-nine existing member
states which include dictator-con
trolled countries such as Spain and
Portugal, Russian and Yugoslavia,
are unlikely to be imbued with a
spirit of “decency and justice”, un
less they find it politically necessary
to appear to do so.
The possibility that the rich and
powerful nations will voluntarily re
linquish wealth and power in the
interests of world stability and pros
perity is as likely as Hammarskjold’s return from the grave.
It will take a greater force than
a World Government Assembly,
under whatever name, to control
the lust of powerful nations and the
ambitions of political tyrants; it
will take a strong revolutionary
world movement of ordinary men
and women determined to keep
power in their own hands and to be
their own defenders of order and
justice.

and THE ART OF BRINKMANSHIP
AT a

Press conference on his
arrival in London last Sunday,
Lord Home, the British Foreign
Secretary said that he thought the
Russians now realised that they had
been “on a collision course over
Berlin”. Asked if he shared a feel
ing of more optimism over Berlin
he replied:
“Well, we have been preparing the
way for what one hopes may be nego
tiations at some future date. Certainly
the atmosphere of the talks that took
place between Mr. Rusk and Mr.
Gromyko and myself have* been very
friendly and good.”

The combination of boredom, condescencion and self-importance with
which the noble Lord made his
reply had to be heard to be believed.
But then this is all part of the game
of politics. Obviously the world
cannot be on the brink of nuclear
annihilation one day and on the
verge of negotiations and sweet
reasonableness and mea culpa* the
*Last week, Senator Fulbright, chairman
of the United States Foreign Relations
Committe said, at a Press Conference
in London that he did not think the
West was “without fault” over Berlin.
“We bear a very heavy responsibility
for the stupidity of that situation
which is to my shame as it is to any
one’s in the West.”
He added: “Certainly .it was not just
the fault of the Russians: the Ameri
cans contributed much to this. I do
not know how much the British and
others contributed. I do not want to
be self-righteous about it.”
On the possibility of atomic weapons
being given to Germany, Senator Ful
bright said this would be an important
element in any serious negotiations
with the Russians. He thought the
Russians had a legitimate concern
about nuclear armaments for Germany.
Asked for his opinion on whether
atomic weapons should be given to
West Germany, he replied that this
would depend on future developments.
If there were any reasonable prospect
of progress in reaching some kind of
acceptable agreement with the Russians,
then they should not.

DAVID PRATT
The case is now closed
J)A V ID PRATT, the Surrey-born
farmer who eighteen months
ago made an attempt on the life of
Dr. Verwoerd, Prime-Minister of
South Africa and chief architect of
the government's hateful policy of
apartheid, was found dead in his
cell in a Bloemfontein mental insti
tution. He is alleged to have com
mitted suicide and to have left a
note which read:
Under the circumstances it is the best
solution for my problem for everyone.
If possible please arrange for a quiet
cremation. Please avoid all publicity so
that my children can simply be told
their father died in hospital.

Though charged with attempted
murder, the trial did not take place,
the judge declaring that he was an

epileptic and mentally disordered,
and after spending six months in
jail he was transferred to a mental
hospital. Last January he asked to
be tried but his request was refused.
He said that it. was “soul destroy
ing” to be in a mental hospital be
cause he had nothing to do and felt
the need for companionship.
The David Pratt case is now
closed. Ignored or condemned by
those who should have defended his
generous act while he was still alive,
somehow we feel that the time will
come when he will be remembered
along with all those who have taken
a stand against what David Pratt
so truly called “the stinking mon
ster of apartheid which is gripping
the throat of South Africa”.

next. For instance after further
questions Lord Home said:
“We made Mr. Gromyko and the
Russians-understand that the Berlin situ
ation was extremely dangerous, and if
they went right ahead with their propo
sals to make a treaty with East Germany,
it might be extremely dangerous and
could lead to war.”

thus making it quite clear that we
were not out of danger yet. But
clearly the strong talking-to that he.
Lord Home, and Mr. Rusk had sub
jected Gromyko to had made the
Russians think again before pro
voking a situation which could only
lead to war! This is complete and
utter nonsense. The pattern of the
Berlin “crisis” is now only too
clearly being revealed as a typical,
text-book example of power politics.
To say that Russia provoked a
“crisis” over the German question
is only half the truth. The other
half of the story is that as each year
goes by Western Germany is becom
ing an ever more important link in
the military and economic chain of
the American bloc. When Lord
Home, last August protested that “all
we are trying to do [in Germany]
is to continue a system which has
worked perfectly well for the last
ten years” his hurt innocence may
have convinced a mothers’ meeting,
but to anybody less gullible it is
surely, blatantly clear that in the
last ten years Western Germany has
grown into the most powerful indus
trial nation in Europe, which in
turn has conferred on it an impor
tant political say in the Western
“alliance”, which in turn has led its
political leaders to demand that a
re-armed Germany should be equip
ped with nuclear weapons. It is a
far cry from the days when the Ger
man politicians were encouraging
public demonstrations against Bri
tish and American proposals to re
arm W. Germany!
Il!, then, Russia can be said to
have “provoked” the crisis, it can
equally be argued that from the
point of view of the balance of
power Russia was provoked into
seeking a solution to the German
problem by the emergence of W.
Germany as a nuclear military
power. To get the Western bloc to
negotiate on an issue in which,
clearly, they would have to make
concessions, diplomatic notes are
not worth the paper they are written
on. “Force” is the language of
politics which politicians understand
and respect. The threat of force by
one side is answered by the other
with counter-threats. Russia mob
ilises some of its reservists; Amer
ica replies by doing likewise. Rus
sia resumes nuclear tests in the
atmosphere; America does likewise,
but underground. Russia announ
ces increased expenditure on its war
programme; Kennedy for America
does likewise. Russia declares that
these measures are necessary' for, in
Krushchev’s words, “History teaches
us that when an aggressor sees that
he is not rebuffed he becomes
brazen, and when on the contrary,
he is rebuffed, he calms down”.

America declares that any attempt
to block Western communications
with W. Berlin by the aggressor will
mean war, nuclear war.
Bluff, brinkmanship or whatever
one calls all these moves, is answer
ed by counter-bluff, counter-brink
manship. At a certain stage some
thing happens if each side calls the
other’s bluff; not war but the magic
word “negotiations”.

w

H Y not war? Because modem
wars (in this writer’s humble
estimation) are not “diplomacy by
other means” but occur when capi
talism cannot find any financial
solutions to its ever-recurring crises.
It should be borne in mind that in
the past the crises of capitalism have
been accompanied by mass unem
ployment, not just in one country,
but throughout the world. It is as
much the fear of revolution as the
Continued on page 3

Legal Notes
THE LAW’S AN A S S !
Exhibitors at a Cambridge trade fair
have been forbidden to talk to visitors
about their goods after 8 p.m. by the
city weights and measures department.
The show closes at 9.30 p.m_
A letter sent to exhibitors says pro
secutions would be brought if they failed
to observe the Shops Act. The letter
said the expression “serving of custom
ers” in the Act included “any act by
which some service is given to the cus
tomers, i.e., technical explanation, prices,
delivery times or dates.”
Mr. Harry White, one of the exhibi
tors, said yesterday: “This means we
cannot speak to or acknowledge even
the most innocent inquiry after 8 o'clock.
We are completely gagged for 90
minutes everv night.”

RACIALISM ON THE BENCH
The National Council for Civil Liber
ties announced that its executive council
has written to the Lord Chancellor
about a statement made by the Totten
ham Magistrate,- Mr. Frederick A.
Grant, on mixed marriages.
When told that an English girl of 17
planned to marry a Jamaican. Mr. G rant
said in court: “We don't like this asso
ciation with this coloured boy. Black
and white don’t mix.”
“Such comments from the bench,”
the letter said, “do a great disservice to
our system of justice. The remark re
ceived national publicity and therefore
required some equally public avowal by
the judiciary. In the opinion of this
council this can only be achieved by the
resignation of Mr. Frederick G rant.”
—Guardian.

OUT OF THE FRYING PAN
INTO THE FIRE
Tallahassee, Florida, September 29.
Fiorida high schools are to start
courses in “Americanism versus Com
munism”. A law enacted by the 1961
legislature called for instruction on the
“evils” of Communism as opposed to
the advantages of the American demo
cratic system.—Reuter.
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¥N an earlier Issue of Freedom I spent
* tJme saying that John Ma rider's The
Writer & Commitment was a bad book
on (he problem of politict-and-Jitcraturc,
and ended by saying that Irving Howe’s
Politics &. the N<rvel was a good one
It ie hard juck on the Assistant Literary
Editor of the New Statesman, that he
has to compete with one of the editors
of Dissent—not that there’s much com*
petition. This is really a remarkable
book, well worth buying, or at least
reading.
Politics & the Novel was originally
published in Ameria in 1957 (Horizon,
$3.50), and the paperback edition (Meri
dian, $1.45) was being sold in this coun
try last year (Mayflower, 12s.); this
paperback edition has now been re
bound in cloth and re-published here in
the New Left Books series (Stevens,'
12s. 6d,). It is strikingly superior both

BOOKS?
We can supply
ANY book in print.
Also out-of-print books searched for
—and frequently found! This includes
paper-backs, children’s books and text
books. (Please supply publisher’s name
if possible).
NEW BOOKS

D. H. Lawrence
A. Beal 3/6
The Third Reich
H. Bucchcim 8/6
Walt Whitman
O. Dutton 3/6
Safe Lodging
Merfyn Turner 25/Arlbur Miller
D. Welland 3/6
Period of Adjustment
Tennessee Williams 15/Right Wing Labour
Emile Bums 7/6
Fertility and Survival
Alfred Sauvy 30/Rimia. America and the World
Louis Fischer 32/American Co-operatives
J. Vourhis 38/Thc Old Men at the Zoo
Angus Wilson 18/A Dustbin of Milligan
Spike Milligan 10/6
Gandhi on World Affairs
P. F. Power 15/Tbe Prlhon Life of Harris Fillmore
Jack Richardson 16/REPRINTS & C H E A P E D IT IO N S

Rock Wagram
William Saroyan 3/6
The Causes of World War Three
C Wright Mills 3/6
Lucky 11m
Kingsley Amis 3/6
Exile’s Return
Malcolm Cowley 18/Niki, the Story of a Dog
Tibor Dery 2/6
Wbat’s Wrong with the Unions?
E. Wigham 3/6
Orpheus Descending and other Plays
Tennessee Williams 3/6
The Rise of the Meritocracy 1870-2033
Michael Young 3/6
S E C O N D -H A N D

This Shining Woman (Mary Godwin)
George K. Preedy 7/6
Africa: Britain’s Third Empire
George Padmore 7/6
Evolution of the Idea of God
Grant Alien 2/6
Middle East Anthology
Durrell, Pudney, etc. 4/6
Schoolmaster Nl Huan-Chfh
Yeh Shcng-iao 3/*
Christians Only
Hcywood Broun & Geo. Britt 7/6
Aufruf turn Sozialismut (1911)
Gustav Landauer 7/6
Anarchism Is not Enough
Laura Rjding 6/*
A Short History of the Inquisition 12/6

PERIODICALS
New I^eft Review
July-August 3/6
Orgooomii Functionalism No. 5
September 3/6

Freedom Bookshop
(Open 2 p.m.—5.30 pan. daily;
10 u s . —I p.m. Thursdays;
10 i j d .—5 p.m. Saturdays).

17a MAXWELL ROAD
FULHAM SW6 Tel: REN 3736

Literature
and the Left-2

to its predecessor in the series—Out of
Apathy—and to Mander's effort, and
though Politics & the Novel looks a lot
smaller than The Writer & Commitment
and costs only half as much, it is in fact
rather longer and is far better value;
my only complaint is that there should
be a brief bibliography and/or index in
the five blank pages at the end.
Mandcr’s period was 1930-1960—
Howe’s is 1830-1950. Mander dealt with
ten English-speaking writers, many of
them mediocrities—Howe deals with
twelve writers in English, French, Ger
man, Italian and Russian, most of them
geniuses. The books he discusses are
Stendhal's Le Rouge el le Noir and La
Chartreuse du Panne, most of Turgenev’s
novels, Dostoyevsky’s The Devils. Nath
aniel Hawthorne’s The Blithedale Rom 
ance, Henry Adam’s Democracy, Henry
James’s The Bostonians and The Princess
Casamassima, Conrad’s Nostromo, The
Secret Agent and Under Western Eyes,
Malraux's Les Conqu4rants and La Con
dition Humaine, Silone’s Fontamara,
Bread & Wine and A Handful of Black
berries, Viktor Sergei’s The Case of
Comrade Tulayev, Koestler’s Darkness
a: Noon and Orwell’s Nineteen EightyFour.
Howe’s title is rather misleading,
since it suggests a history or general
survey of politics in fiction, while the
book is really a series of eight essays
based on about three times as many
novels. The author comments that
“various friends suggested novels by

Disraeli, Meredith, Mark Twain, Tol
stoy, Pirandello and a great many con
temporary writers” ; it would be easy to
add to the list—William Godwin, George
Eliot, Trollope, Gissing, Wells, Law
rence, in England alone. There is an
enormous field here for someone to
plough up one day. Howe has not at
tempted to write a “definitive study”,
but if one ever is written his work will
have to be taken into account.
He is interested not so much in what
happens to political ideas when they
appear in fiction as in what happens to
novels when they are invaded by politi
cal ideas—his preoccupations are literary
rather than ideological. But he is a
socialist, and his commitment is clear
enough without being obtrusive. He
reminds me of George Orwell and
George Woodcock, and sometimes of
Edmund Wilson and Lionel Trilling.
He is a careful and serious critic, pro
perly diffident before great books but
full of intelligent and enlightening ideas
about them. I was never bored while
reading this book, I learnt a lot from it,
and above all it made me want to read
the novels it discusses.
Howe sees certain attitudes dominating
the work of the writers he examines.
Stendhal was preoccupied by the prob
lem of survival in a hostile world, being
himself a man of the Enlightenment
living in an age of revolution and re
action and seeing himself going out of
date. Dostoyevsky of course was pre
occupied by the problem of salvation,

using politics in The Devils likei murder
in Crime & Punishment to bring his
characters back to God. Conrad was
preoccupied by the danger of anarchy
upsetting the social order, though he
had no illusions about the social order;
Henry James was similar, and they both
described English anarchists unjustly to
the point of absurdity (in The Secret
Agent and The Princess Casamassima)
because they despised contemporary
society and yet clung to it. Turgenev
was preoccupied by the “superfluous
man” of Tsarist Russia, the rootless
bourgeois intellectual racked by indeci
sion and hesitation—a type, interestingly
enough, 'that seems to be reviving in
both East and West. American writers
who use political material are preoccu
pied by the isolation experienced by any
self-aware person who ventures into
American political life. The political
novelists of our century, naturally, are
peroccupied by the Communist-Fascist
struggle. But with Orwell we find one
who is preoccupied with politics in
general and ends by seeing it as a hor
rible nightmare.

are the only one dares to fish it out”,
and though the author obviously meant
lavatory bowl the element of chance
plays too much a part and I frankly
do not advise it, while number 336,
“save everything in your room for 200
years, then sell them as antiques”, while
sensible must for many elderly folk
contains a time element that might make
it unattractive. Number 402 “sell your
mother” is the suggestion of a complete
rotter for no Englishman would sell his
dear old mum for money.
We may elect a Tory government but
the people of this country are not devoid
of every spark of • decency. Arthur
Koestler, to the disgust of Daisetz
Suzuki, Swami Kuvalayananda, Herr
Herrigel, Christmas Humphreys, Genya
Usa and the rest of the boys, has ruined
the market for number 688 “ breathe
slowly” ; while the various suggestions
that the reader should indulge in coprophagous activities culminating in number
951 to eat a coprophagous meal “in a
cafeteria” again overlooks the inherent
conservative streak in the English.
Numbers 389 and 394 suggesting that
the way to make money is to “fly the
first airplane, invent television, discover
electricity or to evolve the atomic
theory” is absolute nonsense. 1 did
all these things in the order named, on
the author’s advjce, and what did 1
ever get out of it, frankly nothing except
the continuous and petty annoyance of
having to repeatedly change my name to
avoid the bleeding heart circulators of
petitions who merely wanted the pub
licity that the name that f was using at
that particular moment might lend them.
The publishers of ” 1001” are however
to be praised for this book. N ot for its
literary merit, for though it is their best
seller it is not their best book, but for
the courage of those who though lacking
money and owning the crudest of equip
ment have managed to build up an off
beat book list of a type that is at the
moment completely unknown in this
country.
Sired by Tuli Kupferberg with the aid
of Sylvia Topp at the Birth Press at
222 East 21st Street in New York they
Number 2 advises the reader to “find
a million dollars in a toilet bowl, you have printed these books themselves with
an old second-hand press that they pur
*” 1001 Ways to Live Without Work chased for 35 dollars and they then per
ing”, by Tuli Kupfcrbcrg. Published sonally distribute the copies to the book
by Birth Press, 222 East 21st Street, shops around Greenwich Village. With
N.Y. 10, N.Y., America.
an average run of 500 to 2,000 copies,
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ity against inhumanity the only # eat
English political novel. *
We see here Howe's chief virtue,J
which is one of the most im portant a J
critic can have. He doesn’t try to tfJJ
the writer ho w to write or tQ shoW tW[
reader how clever he is—he simply t < l
to work out what the writer tried to JF
and how well he succeeded. Thus h e!
able to point out clearly the absunB
of Conrad’s and James’s anarc|3J
without being patronising, and ai \
same time to show why they tried |
why they failed to describe a n a rc h !
He knows how to be sympathetic w m
out being sycophantic, and how to cra
cise without carping. He sees writ|
neither as aloof gods nor as useful i
pagandists. He loves literature but a\fl
aestheticism. He remains a sane sof
ist who treats books as a part of cJ
ised life without any nonsense aba
“bourgeois” or “proletarian” cu ltu res

Here are some novels with politic®
them, he seems to say, let’s look a t £
way they are mixed and see what h |
pens. Well, what happens to one r e f
is that he has had a stimulating a n d j
hilarating lesson. I want to re-read|
books I have read and to read the T
1 haven’t thought of reading. A n |
should like to read another boo|
Irving Howe on all the writers he j
have room to discuss in this one.J
Writer & Commitment was writteijj
liberately for the New Left in this A
try, but could do it nothing but- liflf
Politics &. the Novel was written! h i____
the New Left existed in a country
thousand miles away, but it could 'd |
New Left—and the anarchists—aj™
of good. We could all do withl
more intelligent and relevant llifl
The only book discussed by both criticism in place of the mountafg
Mander and Howe is 1984. Howe’s academic “lit. crit.”, the trivialilll
treatment, compared with Mander’s, is book reviews and the idiocies of icleT
most impressive—he has read the book, that surround us. Thank you Dr.
has understood Orwell, has recognised —and thank you, Messrs Stevjffl
the defects in both, and has gone on to Sons Ltd.—for this good cheap j"
recognise the greatness of both. He sees I Perhaps it will soon be an even effl
it not just as a novel, or a tract, or a paperback, and perhaps there wfl
fable, not just as anything, but as itself more like it. I hope so.
a monument to the struggle of humanm
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LIVING WITHOUT WORKING
HPO be called upon to review a publicaA tion of the American Society for the
Advancement of Anthropophagy, crudely
printed on thick paper and bearing the
title “ 1001 ways to live without work
ing”,* is to demand a sceptical approach.
For the uninitiated, anthropophagy is
merely another name for cannibalism
and 1 personally do not believe that
there are that many eaters of human
flesh in this country to justify the setting
up of an offshoot of the parent society
in Great Britain. The English are ex
tremely conservative in their approach
to food and its is doubtful if there is a
single restaurateur in the London area
who is at the moment catering for the
whims of a minority of anthropophagjcaj gourmets.
One does feel however that like so
many other transatlantic imports this will
eventually arrive tinned and deep frozen
and filling its allotted space upon the
shelves of our supermarkets.
It is an acquired taste and like vege
tarianism, methylated spirit drinking,
marijuana and the Sunday Times it is
more a matter of theory becoming habit
than personal pleasure. “The 1001 ways
to live without working”, like so many
schemes of this nature has an appeal pn
first reading but like every other system
it contains a basic flaw and that is that
it demands a working capital that the
average investor may not possess and
that the element of chance figures too
much in the author’s plans. Number
371 advises the reader to manage a
brothel and I can only feel that the
author has no conception of the high
rental involved and the unreliability of
present day staff to make this venture
worthwhile for those who rightly de
mand undisturbed leisure in exchange
for a large outlay of capita). It is true
that of Jale the government has been of
great help In that they have driven the
“piratet” off the streets and enabled
those faced with large and growing over
heads to reguJate their prices to suit
present market conditions, but as I have
previously said, it demands too large a
capital for the small investor.

r

they only manage to show a profit with
the “ 1001” when it went into 3,500
copies, but with greater distribution
economically impossible and with their
ancient press liable at any moment to
break down, their task is a savage one.
The paperbacks that they have pub
lished range from the writings and draw
ings of children to the use and abuse of
drugs. Poetry and satire find an equal
place . upon
their
pages
while
“30,000,000,000 Beatniks” is a defence
and a manifesto written not on behalf
of the Beats but by them. We in this
country have nothing to offer in ex
change for while our political boys, to
their credit, can overnight churn out a
duplicated pamphlet and plaster it over
half London and all with only a handful

of silver, our pregnant poets and y|
literati sit and bewail the high co l
printing and •their lack of outlet, bjl
this group of Beats in Greenwich V i f
have shown an old duplicating maefl
the cheapest paper and the will to trf
around the bookshops can achieve]
international audience. Five years oB
ago Christopher Logue, John R el
Billy Kay and a few other Soho ml
strels made their voices heard desp|
the poverty of their purses. It can!
done again for if the London'M agM
zine or Encounter are now too esoterS
or to bankbound to use your stuff then
set up, on the kitchen table, in opposil
tion to them and label a copy REVIEW
COPY and ram it into Stephen Spender’s]
and Alan Ross’s letter-box for they'll
read it if it is free. They once did it
in Soho, they’re doing it now in Green- ]J
wich Village. Genius, the stage is
yours.
Arthur M ovse.

NEW LEFT AND EEC
‘B R IT A IN 'S C R IS IS A N D T H E C O M M O N
Brown and John Hughes.

M A R K E T ", Michael Barratt

New Left Review pamphlet, 3s.

lV/fODERN anarchism has far less to
say about economics than about
sociology and psychology, both when
compared with the political left of today
and the anarcho-syndicalism of the early
part of the century.
A pamphlet like this, whose authors
are University staff and members of the
New Left Review editorial board, is in
teresting therefore, both for its presenta
tion of facts which would be more diffi
cult to handle by non-professional
economists, and for the way in which it
exploits the apparent advantage of state
socialism, the possibility of outlining an
immediate policy to be implemented
“when Labour comes to power”.
Unfortunately, there is little to enthuse
over on either of those points. The
economic facts are presented coldly, and
it would be difficult to imagine them
meaning much to the man at the bench.
The alternative policies presented are
entirely governmental and involve rigor
ous controls to force the capitalist ele
ments in Britain to fulfil their social
obligations! The experience of the im
mediate post-war years surely made it
clear that businessmen can find ways

round any regulations that
politicians bring in.

reformist j

The authors trace the development of j
EEC from the earlier Coal and Steel j
groupings, and make it clear that it is ’<■
a “community” of commercial exploita- j
tion and right wing social policies, sup
ported. by America because it lines up
against the Soviet Union. However,!
they make poor recommendations of]
support for EFTA, whose members are
equally capitalist governments, whose
neutrality, where it exists, only does so
because it is in the interests of bigj
business there. Further they are more
interested in making the British economy
“competitive” than in transforming it tj
a basis of social need instead of cord
mercial rivalry.
It should be mentioned that the writel
purposely set out to emphasise immfc
diate alternative plans, but the result ha
been that the encouraging libertarianiw
that some of us saw in the New Le:
movement’s approach to social question
has gone out of the window.
Cannot anyone be academically cof
petent and at the same time
economics into a human subject?
P

i

all even bureaucrats have to create
the impression that they are work
ing hard), but also convince the gul
lible millions who have been fatal
istically preparing themselves for annihilation-at-any-moment, that once
again the wisdom of their leaders
had saved them at the eleventh
hour.
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P R E S ID E N T
the stage :

Keeping the Political
Pot on the Boil
Continued from page l
1 inability to resolve the “contradic-

TSfcffls of capitalism" by other means,
That have resulted in war. For the
Suing classes, for the system and
| | status-quo. mass unemployment
I danger: for mass discontent can
^asily be organised into a mass
K&ovement which the normal forces
Sff “law and order'0 would be quite
pitiable to control. And when the
Ruling classes think in these terms
f ile alternative of war is, from their
Sint of view, the only solution left
Hart from capitulation. Whatever
'jw problems wars have created
nd of course they have also given
to revolutions, and life to nat■nalist movements in the colonial
jsrrxtories) it is undeniable that at
ie price of mass death and destrucTon thev have resolved the probfor which states have been prered to go to war. The “affluent
■^fety" has emerged, let us not
|e t from the ashes of World War
Had the establishment of a peraeal cold war economy£* Capijfem too has emerged stronger
’ ever. Not only is it more resijt in dealing with ife '“contradict,
tbs ’ fat- the-peoples-expense of
Kirse) but it has succeeded in
a^amrtafing" the only mass movesent—that of the working -class—
MHfch could have been a potential
tereat to its authority and security.
JfcTo those of our critics who in the
Bast weeks have been casting strong
jjfoubts on the intellectual faculties
H H bs writer, the foregoing may
?appear to them to confirm their
•worse fearsL We may well be wrong
in our aiKdysis; we have never pro
fessed to have a monopoly of the
truth. But because we accept as
Valid the positive tenets of anarch
ism as well as its negative criticism
of the existing authoritarian systems,
and because we believe that all that
we write is inform ed by these
values, we have the temerity to sug
gest that our critics must condemn
anarchism as welL
W HY “negotiations" and not
war? Because the capitalist
system is flourishing as never before
and because nowhere in the world
today is there as strong anti-authori
tarian, anti-capitalist movement of
the people to threaten existing
social values. Berlin, Laos. For
mosa, Congo are to the politicians
what armies are to generals, what
timber is to the carpenter, burst
pipes to the plumber, disasters to
the Popular Press and profits to the
shareholders. As we have pointed
out so many times, without crises
the politicians and. equally impor
tant, the army of bureaucrats, func
tionaries, civil servants, specialists,
scientists, interpreters, journalists

and advisers: the divisions of typ
ists. chauffeurs, pilots, butlers, hotel
iers. caterers, bodyguards, dooropeners,
cocktailshakers
and
P.R.Os; the battalions of “commit
ted" writers, poets, painters, balletdancers, footballers and lick-spittles;
without crises, we are sayings the
jobs and/or status of millions of
our fellow beings would be in
jeopardy. But even more so, if
there were to be war over Berlin,
Laos or Congo. For a war would
be the end of the United Nations
organisation and all its offspring,
accompanied by mass-unemploy
ment (not to mention the possibility
of annihilation) in Rome, Paris,
New York, Geneva, etc., among its
tax-free,
pie-on-earth-till-you-die
employees. No, as we were point
ing out in August (Berlin on the
Brink?) as well as every time there
has been a “crisis” over Berlin or
Formosa in the past, these are not
the issues which drive, the Blocs to
the “brink 2*1(5
A * ® for the benefit of our critics
we will bring the, “ crisi^^u p
to date. Even before Messrs. Ken
nedy and Gromyko had addressed
the United Nations Assembly in
New York last week, leaders of
both the American parties were
assuring the President of their sup
port for concessions he was reported
to be ready to make with Mr. K.
over Berlin. According to the Daily''
HeralcTs New York correspondent
(25/ 9 / 61)
Mike Mansfield and Everett Dirkson,
Senate leaders o f the Democratic and
Republican Parties, agreed on TV that
Mr. Kennedy should be free to negotiate,
together with the Allies, on their basic
rights in Berlin,-.
Senator Mansfield said, limited jeqognition of East Germany rwair being con?
sideied.
A week-end speech by another Demo
cratic leader. Senator Hubert Humph
rey—which is understood to have had
White House approval—-also prepared
Americans for concessions .over Berlin.

At about the same rime a ‘Tteak-1
ed" statement (deliberately, “ leak-j
ed”, some sources affirm, to soften
up West German resistance to East-t
West concessions), and attributed to
General Clay, President Kennedy’s,
personal representative in Berlin, to
the effect that the existence of two
separate German administrations
might have to be recognised and
that concessions might have to be
made to the East Germans over
control of communications between
Berlin and the West, clearly indica
ted that both sides having rattled
the sabre long enough and to no
avail, were now passing to the
prattle: stage which would not only
keep everybody concerned “busy”
for the next few months (and after

TO CELEBRATE 75 YEARS OF ‘FREEDOM5,
FREEDOMTRESS & THE LONDON ANARCHIST CROUP
•WILL HOLD

An Anarchistic Ball
I ON FRIDAY 20 OCTOBER at 7JO pm
a t FULHAM TOWN HALL LONDON SW6
j MTCK MULLIGAN & HIS BAND with GEORGE MELLY
and GUEST ARTISTS
Write now for tickets to sell among vour blends;

KENNEDY

takes

II is absurd to allege that we are
threatening a war merely to prevent the
Soviet Union and East Germany from
signing a so-called “treaty" of peace.
The Western Allies are not concerned
with any paper arrangement the Soviets
wish to make with a regime of their own
creation, on territory occupied by their
own troops and governed by their own
agents. No such action can affect either
our rights or our responsibilities,.

Mr. Gromyko takes the stage:
The free city-would have the right to
establish ties with any country. One
thing alone was required “and that is
unqualified respect for the sovereignty
of the State through whose territory run
the land, air and water communications
Jinking West Berlin with the outside
world—the sovereignty of the German
Democratic Republic with which the
appropriate agreements on the use of
such communications must be concluded.
Russia was ready to assume with the
three Western Powers a solemn obliga
tion to protect the freedom and rights
of the free city. She was ready to agree
to the use Of neutral or U N troops as
guarantors of the status of the free city.
“In brief,” said Mr. Gromyko, “we say:
‘Accept the proposal to sign a peace
treaty and to turn West Berlin into a
free city on this basis and we will ac
cept any proposals on the most effective
guarantee for that city that can be
found’,”

Aggressors? Brinkmanship? Tut!
Tut!
Is it -not clear beyond a
doubt that both Russia and the
United States are' only concerned
with the Berliners’ interests in par
ticular and of the German people in
^general? : So..- let’s.; .get . together,
comrades-and bud% and see if w |K
can agree on a further carve up of
Germany in our best interests!

m jM

ESCAPING TO JAIL
'T H E P R IS O N LIFE O F H A R R IS
F IL M O R E ", by Jack Richardson,
Eyre and Spottiswoode, 16s.

SENT. to

prison for “embezzling”, in
^ reality declaring money entrusted to
the safety-deposit of his bank as part of
the bank's assets, Harris FiJmore finds
prison life far less terrifying than he had
imagined. In the end the idea of leav
ing prison, or even receiving visitors,
horrifies him, and he decides to dedicate
himself to the life of a convict.
The prison is a rather unusual one.
In fact the story is hardly in the realm
of realistic fiction. Symbols abound. It
is based on the psychological truth that
for many people prison is a refuge. In
this case it takes on some of the quali
ties of a public school. The prisoners
have to develop a sense Of vocation for
their life. They have to be tested to
see if they are worthy. The outside
world, on the other band, is represented
as meddling and ridiculous. Women
come badly out of it. Crime becomes
almost a virtue, since by crime one earns
one’s right to enter the prison, “that
modern monastery” as one of the char
acters calls it.
Ail the usual values are stood on their
heads. Freedom is inferior to the steady
routine of prison life. Homosexual re
lationships are superior to heterosexual.
To be released from prison, to be
separated from one's love-partner, is
the supreme disaster. The tone is ironi
cal. At least one hopes so. Otherwise
the story takes its place in the long line
of American “men without women ’
stories. ■
To give a Freudian interpretation
would be too easy. One of the most
admired characters in the book never
appears in his own person. He is a
murderer who has butchered his entire
family, mostly female, and killed in
addition two elderly spinsters next door,
who had asked him to keep his radio
down. His execution is accepted. No
one protests. But remaining in a state
of respectful quiet the prisoners wait for
the bulb that lights their cell to dim,
a sign that the current' is being used for
the electric chair. After ;death the main
is regarded as a saint.
Another admired figure is an earlier
warden of the prison, who seems to have

-A C C O R D IN G to the i&uardian
' (26/»9./61) “Mr. Gromyko and
Mr. Kennedy met briefly after the
President/sl address and shook
hands. Mr. Gromyko whs heard to
say ‘You wSrigvin good form’??'
Would foil shake hands, ‘ or ? a d ®
dross*. the m an§w ho|l gdyernm ent||l
jjMpu-maintained,^wa,s threatening to
annihila.t^mahkind? Or is the que§- " N E W M A P S O F HELL, A Survey
tion perhaps, wrongly put?' Should
of Science Fiction" by Kingsley
it be: Don’t^jpu think that all poliJH Amis, Gollancz, 16s., '
ticians ate unprincipled, lying, vain,
TpHE r lad to Hell, adequately paved
rogues?

been one of a type with Captain Bligb.
He is admired for his ruthlessness, for
the hard tests he imposed on his prison
ers, in particular a couple of lovers, a
w>fe murderer and a highwayman.
Placed by an oversight in separate cells,
they tunnel their way to each other, but
bring down a landslide, and arc found
buried alive in each other's arms.
The convicts who wish to escape, or
to return to the world and live normal
lives after their sentence has ended, are
equally contemptible. A prison revolt
ends in chaos. Curiously enough, the
leader of it is the favourite of the prison
chaplain, and his do-gooder women
social workers. Indeed the prisoner is
too fond of one o f the women. A
wretched heterosexual in fact.
Goad, (God?) the seven-foot warden
of the prison, reigbs feenignanUy over
all. The prison is a small universe.
When sickness is inescapable it is wise
to make the best of i t But it is another
matter to maintain, as some have done,
and this book does if it is meant ser
iously. that sickness is superior to
health. The fact that the outside world
is a horrible mess does not mean that
if is better to retreat into a world
whence liberty has been driven out. The
fact that some women are ugly and fool
ish (as are some men) is no reason for
condemning the entire female sex. The
fact that one cannot cope with reality is
not made up for by retreating to a prison
or a mosastery and undergoing hard
ships to prove one’s manhood and sup
posed spiritual worth. A masochistic
ability to endure suffering does not'
prove that one is superior to someone
who avoids suffering if he can but suc
ceeds in doing some kind of creative
work.
Homosexuality, the cult of enduring
(and inflicting) pain, the glorification o f
a . divine or near-divine leader, the de
light in routine and discipline and the
Contempt for the female sex are all
ingredients of Fascism. But one does
not know how far the philosophy of
this odd book is seriously intended, and
how far it is meant' as satire, not at the
expense of prisons, for this prison never
was, but of society as a whole, with its
humbug, conformity and half-developed
idealisms.
A rthur W. U loth.
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..'iwith good intentions, is proverbially
an easy one, and with Kingsley Amis
as guide the. descent to Tartarus is
swift. We are plunged straight into it,
with two ,Contrasting quotations. In the
first a thinly disguised H.' G, Wells con
fronts his first Martian, in the second
we are introduced to the horrors of a
managerial world. The first is taken
from “The War of the Worlds”, the
second from “The Space Merchants",
which was published in 1953. “Any
body,” Mr. Amis tells us, “encountering
such passages, who fails to experience a
peculiar interest, related to, but distinct
from, ordinary literary interest, willnever be an addict of science fiction."
Compared with the Wells, passage, the
paragraph from the later tale seems
feeble, jargon-ridden stuff to me. It is
tempting to say that science fiction re
sembles Christianity, in that it has died
with its founder. Certainly, judging by
this book, there are few who come up to
Wells' standard. Few indeed who are
likely to be remembered and read as
long as he.
Mr. Amis includes “ 1984" and “The
Lord of the Flies” as science fiction, but
it is difficult to see on what grounds,
unless it is a desire to raise the general
standard. A science fiction story must
surely revolve around some discovery or
invention, some unprecedented change
in nature, or at least take place on, or
bear a direct relation to some other
planet, or some world other than ours.
Otherwise almost any. book should be
counted as science fiction.
“ 1984“ is the portrayal,of. an imagin
ary future society, but invention and
discovery plajfc little: part in the story.

Most of the devices described in it
already exist, or could fairly soon be
made. "The Lord of the Flies”, which
tells of the nasty doings of some little
English prep, school boys who are
wrecked on a desert island, is supposed
to take place during a hypothetical third
world war. But apart from that the
“science” in it is absolutely nil, unless
one includes, the science of human psy
chology and its operations, and if one
did that “The Pickwick Papers” could be
science fiction.
One cannot escape a feeling that these
stories are included as ‘makeweights".
Most of the rest is pretty light-weight
stuff.
The trouble is that science fiction is
a form of specialised addict-literature.
Ii is on the same level as the Western
and the detective story. Wells could
give it that universal appeal, which raises
a story above the level of addict-litera
ture. but his successors do not, in the
main, succeed in doing this.
Of course there is a good deal of
variety. Some of the stories are trashy,
and the author gives us, as he is bound
to do if he is to survey the whole field,
a fair number of examples of tripe,
sadism and would-be Poe. In these
latter cases the story may well cease to
be “science fantasy" and become “fan
tasy”, simple if not pure.
Not all the stories are horrific. Some
are gentle, some humorous, some (not
mentioned in this book) are anarchistic.
But the appeal of most of these tales is
to a curiously limited outlook, which is
masculine, mechanically-minded, ration
alist, democratic and puritan. It is an
outlook which does not attract me much,
but it is preferable to religious mystic
ism, aristocracy and tyranny, although
some tales which tend this way also
exist. ,
Continued on p age 4

War by Accident?
Vour editorial, which discounts the
danger of war occurring through acci
dent. overlooks the incontestable fact
that Man has a natural propensity to
make mistakes.
To err is human. A drunken colonel
in 1940. bv ringing a handbell, caused

Hilary

authorities

through out East
Anglia to think the Nazi invasion had
begun: a misread signal resulted in the
Luftwaffe's attack on Rotterdam, killing
30.000 people; and. as is notoriously
well-known, birds have been mistaken
- for missiles on radar screens.
Today, with the fate of millions of
people literally at your finger-tips, the
nervous strain most be immense. Not
only is this true of military personnel,
but it must be even more true of the
poimrians. No wonder so many have
budded in under the heavy responsi
bility.
Krushchev reliably informed us. in his
20th Party Congress report, that Stalin
was mad. With German troops at the
' gates of Moscow, be sat morosely
twirling a globe about in the Kremlin.
Professor Trevor-Roper tells us that
Hitler, as the Allied armies came closer
to Berlin, went out of his mind. While
in 1946 the American Foreign Secretary.
Senator Forrestal went completely in
sane and jumped out of a skyscraper
window shouting. “The Russians are
here. In other words, during the past
20 years three politicians who, if they
were alive today would have the destiny
of Mankind in their hands, have gone
stark, raving bonkers.

Correspondence
by the fruits of power and who in the
process loses the capacity to enjoy the
simple things of life is also “bonkers*’.
(But so too is the man who works him
self to his grave in order to be able to
keep up with the Jones*!). Our argu
ment is that the decisions are not in fact
taken by these people. Stalin may well
have sat in the Kremlin twirling a globe
while German troops were at the gates
of Moscow. If Stalin was all that
powerful it is extraordinary that the
Germans didn't in fact take Moscow;
and in spite of the fact that Hitler was
out of his mind it is curious that the
Germans did not resort to bacteriologi
cal warfare when all was lost. After alL
thev had the means to.—Editor].

Bloody
Rotten Paper ?
Dear F riends,

The reason that F reedom is having so
much trouble with its finances may well
be simply that it is such a bloody rotten
paper one doesn't feel like contributing
to the Deficit Fund. At present the
money is obviously more needed else
where. The families of those in prison
for their anti-nuclear-war protest (syn
onymous with anti-state-protest) are
going to deserve first call on a share of
our collective wealth. .

Would you suggest that our presentday politicians are any less m entally un
stable? I think they are m aking ex
tremely rapid progress tow ards the luna
tic asylum. Yet, only one person in a
position o f nuclear responsibility has
got to go insane for the bis. bang to
occur—and F reedom’s financial w orries
to be over fo r good.

I am even more angry at the patronis
ing tone of the editors in discussing
’War by Accident*. Sept. 16th, than by
the fatuous arguments they use to sup
port the proposition that there is no
imminent danger of war.

Having said all this, I would argue
that there is a chance o f a Third World
War being started by accident Viewed
historical?. through the passage of time.
h grows to a possibility% a probability,
and then almost a certainty— if the pre
sent sanation is allowed to continue loos
enough.
Yours fraternally.

It would seem possible to explain that
wars have never occurred by the line of
reasoning used. How can it be denied
that the sickening series of events fami
liar to us all—-arms race, threats, bomb
tests, the creation of artificial crises and
whipping up of national hatred consti
tute a drift towards war that none of
the leading politicians, individually or
collectively can now check?

R aymond Ch a l u so z .

Newcastle, Sept. 21[W e do not agree with our correspon
dent just because we do not believe that
the fate of millions is at the finger-tips
of a few* button-pressing individuals.
The decision to launch a war is a much
more complicated affair, taking time as
well as involving a large number of in
dividuals. and groups. The examples he
dies o f the fallibility of human beings
refer to accidents once war has actually
started, which is quite a different matter,
as we pointed out in our article “War
by Accident*' when we wrote that “T he
dangers of ‘accidental* war are only
conceivable when war is in any case
imminent. when the professional soldiers
are given more power to take spot deci
sions, and this delegation of power will
obviously be greater in a press-button
war than in past conflagration* which
involved much slower land forces**.
Any individual who imagines that be
h capable of taking decisions for mil
lions of Ms fellow beings is obviously
Tjonkeis
Anyone who is so obsessed

The Editors produce the theory that
when the button is pressed all it will do
is summon a superior officer. It would
have been funnier if they had suggested
that all it would do is call a New York
taxi. How a Polaris submarine com
mander can summon a superior instead
of launching his dty-destroying collec
tion of missiles is a mystery to me.
F reedom should be advocating anar
chist action now to stop this dreadful
progress, and give full and unqualified
support to the Committee of 100 who
are attempting to do this, instead of
indulging in niggling criticism o f the
reasoning of two devoted anarchists, one
of whom is currently in prison, and cne
only recently released, for acting out
their anarchist convictions.
One wonders what any man can do to
earn the approval and support o f F ree 
dom*s hypercritical editors, for in years
of frustrating readership I seem only to
remember praise being given to one
man, and that was the unfortunate men
tal invalid David Pratt, who did no

more for anarchism than the leader be
tried to assassinate.
For goodness sake try to discover
what truly anarchist trends you can find
in our society; Colin Ward has shown
in Anarchy that there are plenty of them
without so far having looked at CND,
and foster them, advise them, guide them
and participate in them instead of this
everlasting bitter sniping.
Yours sincerely,
Brian R ichardson.

Sevenoaks, Sept. 16.
[It's all very well calling F reedom "a
bloody rotten paper" and then submit
ting for publication this kind of stuff.
The serious reader who wants to know
what we had to say on “War by Acci
dent" is advised to read the article we
wrote and not our correspondent's botch
potefa.
We think we have written enough on
the sit-down demonstrations to reject
our correspondent's innuendos of ~nig
gling criticisms", etc. But we strongly
oppose the suggestion that going to
prison is some kind of passport to right
thinking, or even that this is the most
important “anarchist action". In certain
circumstances it may well be. in others
it is a sheer waste of time. Let's not
makf going to prison a kind of cult.
For anarchists it should be a tactic or a
question of force majeure. But we
should always be most willing to go to
prison, and only court the possibility
after having weighed up all the pros and
cons as propagandists. Most anarchists
we know haven't, we are glad to say.
either a martyr complex, or feel the
need to purify their souls behind bars.
It's perhaps because we do not in
dulge in the cult of personalities—or
rather, it's because we attack the cult of
personalities—that our correspondent is
puzzled to know bow one can earn
“approval and support of F reedom ' s
hypercritical editors". Surely all that
matters is that each one of us should do
what he thinks right and best. After
all. if we were to take our correspon
dent's judgment o f our paper seriously
we would stop publishing it! —E ditor].

CH ARLES MARTIN
Towards a Free Society 2/6
RUDOLF ROCKER
Nationalism and Culture
d o th 21/ERRICO MALATE8TA
Anarchy 94.

JOHN HEHETSON
Ill-Health. Poverty and the State
d o th 2/6 paper IfVO UN E
Nineteen-Seventeen (The Russian
Revolution Betrayed) d o th 12/6
The Unknown Rovofution
(Kronstadt 1921, Ukraine 1918-21)
d o th 12/6

Marie-Loutte Beraeri Memorial
Committee publications:

Mane-Lotute Bcmeri. 1912-1949:
A tribute
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d o th 5/~
Journey Through Utopia
d oth IS/- (USA. S3)
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Teachers
D ear Comrade.

Bucks an Anarchist?
Is “Parent”
I thought we were all agreed that the
wage-system was pernicious and tended
to divide workers of all kinds into com
peting sectional interests. “ Parent seesoz
to have fallen for the whole ‘divide and
rule* guff on wages to such an extent
that he is prepared to attack those
teachers who are out on strike fer a fair
deal.
For his information teachers* salaries

OFF-CENTRE
DISCUSSION MEETINGS
1st Thursday of each month at 8 p -m ^ H
Jack and Mary Stevenson's, 6 S tain aH
Road, Enfield, Middx.
Last Wednesday
each month
____ of
I___
_____;
at D orothy BarasTs, 45 Twyford Av
F ords Green, K 2 .
1st Wednesday of each m onth'at 8 p ig
at Colin Ward’s, 33 EUerbv. Struck
Fulham, S.W6.
3rd Thursday of each month at 2 p m. aj
Donald Rooum’s. 148a Fellows R o a 4 |
Swiss Cottage, N .W J.
Last Friday of each montii at -8 p m . a t 1
Laurens and Celia Otter's. 57 Ladbroke
Road, W .U .
"yB H
j?

JAZZ CLUB

Anarchy 8 includes:
Articles on Orwell,
Anthropology, Industry,
Fabianism & Anarchism

New season's meetings will be Jb&d at
4 Albert Street MomingtoQ Crescent NW1
at approximate!? monthly intervals.
FRIDAY SEPT.' 15: Ian Cefaiick:
Small Groups in the 3ffs and 14s.
FRIDAY OCT. 13: Jack Stephenson:
The T iw b o u .

BRISTOL
S. E- Parker w ig speak on:
“Democracy—Am Anarchist \R w piw uT
a t the Bristol Left Chib.
Shepherds HalL Oid Market Street,
Friday. October 20 a t 730 p m .

Freedom
The Anarchist Weekly

A Science Fiction Survey
Continued from page 3

SELECTIONS FROM ‘FREEDOM’
V d f 1951: Mankind is One
Vof 2 1952: Postscript to Posterity
Vol 3 1953: Colonialism on Trial
Vof 4 1954: Living on a Volcano
Vol 5 1955: The Immoral Moralists
Vcf 6 1956: Oil and Troubled Waters
Vof 7 1957: Year One—Sputnik Era
Vol 8 1958: Socialism in a Wheelchair
Vol 9 1959: Print, Press & Public
Vof 101960: The Tragedy of Africa
Each volume: paper 7/6 d oth 16/6
The paper edition of the Selections is
available to readers of FREEDOM
a t 5/- post free.
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ing no more sitters would be arrested,
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cold, thought ITd better go home. Brighton, Sept. 20.
Apart from an amiable youth (the young
are usually the best-tempered, and never
more so than now!) the rest received
this with positive snarls. I went, pass
ing by at St. Martin's, a massed teen-age
formation chanting slogans. This natural
behaviour on the part of exuberant
youth is severely condemned by adult
opponents—and sympathisers. What the
bell do they expect the young to do? CENTUM MEETINGS A G A IN !]
One should surely be only too thankful meetings to be held at
that they protest and rebel as they have The Two Brewers,
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Sex scarcely raises its urgly head,
except if you count some o f the sadistic
“fantasy” stories. Women are treated
superficially. (Though there are some
women writers in this field they appear
to be in a minority). Future societies
are not all horrible tyrannies, but when
the science fiction writer has to con
struct a utopia ail that emerges is a
society “with more decency and less
television”. Generally we are not told
how this desirable society has been
brought abouL
Although the usual moral of these
stories is that the individual must fight
against all efforts to crush him, and that
freedom is the desirable goal, there is
very little real radical thought. We are
not told how to improve conditions,
only how to resist tyranny. This is in
adequate. It is curious that people who
are able to imagine the most fantastic
worlds, creatures, machines, spaceships
flaws in the structure of the cosmos
itself, are unable to conceive of social
and sexual changes. No doubt this is
partly due to the fact that the writers
hope to have their work published with

FREEDOM appears on the first three
Saturdays of each month.
On the'last Saturday, we publish
AN ARCHY, a 32-page journal of
anarchist ideas ( 1 8 or 25c. post free).

out too much trouble! After all, science
fiction, like many other things, is a com
mercial enterprise, not an effort to re
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Tin Pays Dividends126 per cent

A sharp rise in profits by Southern
Kin la Consolidated has been followed
by a final dividend o f 100 per cent
making the equivalent of 1261 per cent
allowing for an intervening one-for-one
scrip issue.
The dividend on the present capital
takes £718,855 whereas last year's total
of 100 per cent absorbed £471.379.
An increased demand for tin is re
flected in a jump of some £470,000 to
£1,285.958 in the profit before charging
£484,000 (£323.000) for tax and provid
ing £75,000 fo r river deviations.
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